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Psychic Development 

Paul Solomon Reading 0304  2/18/74 

Question 1: What is the block that is keeping me from psychic development? 

Answer 1: Yes we have these records and those indications from the witnesses who have 
gathered.  

The witnesses in describing would find the question almost amusing in this sense, that which is 
described as a block concerning the psychic development might better be described as lack of 
question to be answered. Or see it in this manner, that as this one has question, so often, almost 
always, that answer, that realization would flood to the surface and would come. What then would 
be the block, or the lack?  

The lack would be an asking the question that might be answered. For this one far more sensitive 
than most in realizing those presences that are about, those energies that are about. Yet there is 
the lack of experience interpreting these or making them known, making them of much value or 
use for the lack or questions you see. 

 And the lack of questions we would see it in this manner. That if this one were to approach others, 
those who would come, and seeing these and wishing to be of service to them, would ask of the 
Self, the highest within self, particular questions for these, or that is, what is the need that this one 
would have? There would then come within the self an answer to that question, expressing then 
the need. 

There would follow the question then, within the self, How can that need be satisfied? And such 
would be given. You see, then, the lack is not in the ability of the psychic, or that ability to manifest 
or hear that given, but rather that that would block or stop the flow is the lack of questions to be 
answered. As the questions are asked, so will the answers come.  

Be aware then of the ability to be cognizant of those powers, those entities, those individuals, those 
energies that are around, or the clairvoyance, as might be seen, the psychism. 

The awareness of this particular seeker will be more valuable in the most times concerning those 
of the physical ailments, or those maladjustments within the bodies, whether of the physical or the 
etheric that would manifest in these ways. This one would be sensitive thereto, you see, and would 
be able to be aware. 

Then if you would develop that ability then, looking upon another or touching or hearing, ask within 
the self, is there that that I should know concerning this physical wellbeing, or the mental or the 
others?  

As you boldly ask the questions then within the self, so shall you wait and receive those answers. 
There is no block concerning that development or the ability to read or to see these things of these 
records. Except one thing further that we will find that would limit or inhibit the growth, the 
development of this one. 
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We see in this manner, there is great difficulty and refusal often, rebellion within the self concerning 
the acceptance of those things that have been the rejection of the teachings of the youth, or that is, 
there is tendency within this one to reject that of orthodox teachings simply because they are of the 
orthodox, regardless of truth. Then seek the truth wherever it may be found and accept that which 
is the building block. That in the acceptance of these things understand the reason therefore. The 
rebellion then should be against the accepting for mere form, or without purpose, without cause. 
But examine all things, the skepticism as well. Not the surface rejection.  

Then open the self to all that may be. So you will find those answers and develop that ability of 
second sight or the ability in these ways to channel, to be of assistance to others. Only that desire 
to be of assistance to be of help, and the asking of the questions will bring those answers. 
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